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As we are awarelStartups India is a flagship initiative of Govt. of India with a land mark

approach to build strong eco system for nurturing innovations and startups in India with
performed employment opportunities alongwith Ministries of Govt. of India & its agencies.

Various State Govts. and CPSEs have also been contributing significantly for development

of new startups and building new India.

SCOPE, an Apex body of CPSEs, has been creating platforms and interfaces for CPSEs

alongwith various other partners who can support the endeavour of CPSEs and benefit the

stakeholders.

In the present context, bringing the implementing agencies and beneficiaries or policy
makers under one roof would be an unique approach to give impetus to Startups supported

by CPSEs and other Govt. agencies and would throw light on various dimensions of policy
framework, process of setting up Startups, challenges faced by both implementing agencies

as well as beneficiaries. It can also give an opportunity to youngsters, like, final year students

or recently passed out students of IITs, NITs & Management Institutions etc. Accordingly, a

Two Day Conclave is being organized on 14th & 15th February, 2019 on "synergizing
Initiatives of CPSEs, Govt. Agencies and Industry Champions on Startups" at SCOPE

Convention Centre, SCOPE Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-l10 003.

Our endeavour would be to invite some of these agencies like Ministries of GOI,

Professional agencies like SIDBI, KVIC, NIESBUD, GeM, State Govt. Agencies, and

Institutions during the conclave to throw light on the process, progress, challenges and way
forward for Startups. We would like to request CEOs of CPSEs, where Startups initiatives
have already been taken place or planned, to share their experiences for the benefits of
others.

Oil & Gas CPSEs have already taking initiatives for creating corpus of Sta(ups fund, besides

some others like NRDC, RailTel etc. In similar lines, this Conclave can help other CPSEs to
get the relevant information and procedure to create Startups Fund either as a separate Fund
or part of their CSR Funds. The Conclave will also help to utilized some of the technology
products in their line of operation and services that can reduce the cost and improve overall
efficiency, besides supporting fulfillment of MSME policy on procurement.

We also request CPSEs to nominate Officers in large numbers from diverse disciplines of
HR, Finance, Project, Engineering, Corporate Communication etc., both from their Corporate

Office and Units to participate and learn. Presence of Senior Team Members will bring better

participation and take away from this Conclave in the larger interest.

A brochure of this Conclave is being sent separately to all CPSEs with detailed information
on thrust of the Conclave, participation fee etc. Shri P K Sinha of SCOPE would be

facilitating this Conclave and would be available at 9810308476, 0ll-24369740,
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p{alnodks@s.c-ope-online,in, pramodks.scope@elmail.com. I would request CEO,s of CpSEs
to participate in big number in this Conclave, send maximum nominations and support the
endeavour of SCOPE in this new and unique initiative.
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